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This article is about the author and the doctor. For other than the two, see Orison S. Marden (lawyer). This article can be written from a fan's point of view, rather than a neutral point of view. Clean it to match a higher quality standard and to make it neutral in tone. In 2013 he was written by the International (Learn How and When to Remove This Template Message) Orison Swett
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was an American inspirational writer who wrote about achieving success in life and founded SUCCESS magazine in 1897. His writings discuss common sense principles and virtues that make for a well-rounded, successful life. Many of his ideas are based on New Thought philosophy. His first book, Pushing to the Front (1894), became an instant bestseller. Marden later published
fifty or more books and booklets, averaging two titles per year. [1] The Bound Out Orphan Marden was born June 11, 1848 in Thornton Gore, New Hampshire to Lewis and Martha Marden. When he was three years old, his mother died at the age of 22, leaving Orison and his two sisters in the care of their father, who was a farmer, hunter and trapper. When Orison was seven
years old, his father died of injuries sustained while in the woods. Therefore, the children were transported from one guardian to another, with Orison working for five consecutive families as a hired boy to earn his keep. [2] During his early to mid-teens, Marden discovered a book entitled Self-Help by the Scottish author Samuel Smiles in an attic. [3] The book marked a turning point
in his life and inspired him to improve himself and his circumstances. Marden valued the book as if it were worth its weight in diamonds and almost committed its contents to memory. He developed a deep respect and admiration for the author, whose work instilled in him a desire to inspire others that Samuel Smiles had done for him. [4] Marden's young manhood was
characterized by remarkable energy and unbroken achievement. By the early thirties, he had taken his academic degrees in science, art, medicine and law. During his college years, he supported himself by working in a hotel and afterwards by becoming the owner of several hotels and a resort. He remained a successful hotelier until his early forties (see Timeline of dates and
other details). [5] At the age of 44, Marden switched careers to professional writing. It was a bold decision that he had thought carefully about, having suffered repeated business reversals and a hotel fire. His fervent sense of idealism along with an urgent sense of now or never in midlife spurred him further in his new goal. Margaret Connolly, a contemporary who worked for
Marden's publishing house in the early 20th century, describes the incident of the hotel fire, his narrow escape from death, and the loss of his original manuscript, which he later wrote about and was titled Pushing to the Front. Marden's unwavering decision to start from scratch after this devastating loss was characteristic of the man and his writings. Connolly writes: Over five
thousand pages of manuscripts - the fruit of all the free time he had been able to snatch from nearly fifteen overcrowded years of business - had gone up in smoke... He was wearing only his night shirt when he escaped the fire, and walked down the street to give himself the necessary clothes. As soon as this had been taken care of, he bought a twenty-five cent notebook, and
while the ruins of the hotel were still smoking, he began to rewrite from memory the manuscript of his dream book. [6] Overwhelmed and crushed, Marden picked himself up and restarted. With little money, but with a lot of time on his hands, he decided to rewrite the manuscript. He took a train to Boston, boarded a cheap little room, and threw himself energetically into Work. In a
short time he finished writing not only his dream book - Pushing to the Front - but also another book, Architects of Fate. He then made three manuscripts of Pushing to the Front and sent them to three Boston publishers for approval. All three companies wanted to publish the book at a first reading of the manuscript. Finally, it was published by Houghton, Mifflin &amp; Company
(Boston) and presented to the public on 1. [7] Pushing to the Front (1894) became the largest runaway classic in the history of personal development books at the time. Us Presidents William McKinley and Theodore Roosevelt, as well as England's Prime Minister William Gladstone, praised the book. People like Henry Ford, Thomas Edison, Harvey Firestone and J. P. Morgan
cited it as inspiration. By summarizing the scope and impact of Marden's first literary efforts, Connolly says that [t]wo a hundred and fifty editions of Pushing to the Front have so far [in 1925] been published in this country alone. It is known and read in virtually every country in the world. [8] Marden continued to write fifty or more books and booklets during his career. Each of his
books has produced dozens of famous quotes, and he is considered the base and inspiration of dozens of modern authors of self-help and motivation. Success Magazine (1897) Founded in 1897, Marden's Success magazine eventually grew to a circulation of about half a million subscribers. The publication had its own construction and printing plant in New York and was
supported by a workforce of two hundred or more employees. [9] For his magazine, Marden wrote articles that focused on self-culture, personal development and principles of success. Other articles included in-person interviews of successful men and women. [10] Famous public figures included the late President Teddy Roosevelt, the poet Julia Ward Howe, inventors Thomas
Alva Edison and Alexander Graham Bell, and leading industrial workers such as John D. Rockefeller and Andrew Carnegie. Over fifty of these interviews were later collected in book form. The magazine is still published today by Dallas-based SUCCESS Partners. [11] Marden was editor-in-chief in 2017, a collaboration with 19 volumes written for the benefit of the general public
and young people. He was also a regular contributor to Elizabeth Towne's New Thought magazine, Nautilus, during the first two decades of the twentieth century. During this time, he was the first president of the early New York City-based New Thought organization League for the Larger Life. Timeline Note: Information condensed from Margaret Connolly's The Life Story of Orison
Swett Marden (1925) and Wende Marden Sinnaeve's Out of the Ashes - The Life Story of Orison Swett Marden (2004). Those marked with a star are plausible approximately where no exact year was found. Incidents where no years can be determined is marked (--). 1848 - Orison Marden was born in New Hampshire 1853* - Martha Marden, mother of Orison, dies at the age of
twenty-two 1856 (January) - Lewis Marden, father of Orison, dies of an accident in the early thirties 1856-57* - Orison and his two sisters, Mary and Rose, are briefly taken into the home of their grandmother 1857* - Orison is bound out to his first home (the Glover family) by his guardian , Herod Fifield 1857* - Orison goes out on an errand and goes from a wild cat, fend off a bear
and avoid a katamount 1858 * - Orison is removed from the Glover family and placed in his second home (Mr and Mrs Strong, a Baptist couple) 1862 * - Orison is transferred to his third home (Mr and Mrs Chapman) 1864 * - After two years at Chapman's home , Orison runs off to serve a new master in his fourth home (The Foss Family) (--) Early to the mid-teens , Orison
discovers Samuel Smiles' book, Self-Help, in a dilapidated state in an attic (--) Orison takes residence in the countryside of a neighboring farmer, who probably became his fifth home[12] (--) Attends Colby Academy, a preparatory school in New London, New Hampshire (--) Works for General Luther McCutchins during the summer where he serves his board of Colby Academy (--)
Teacher in a schoolhouse attended by unruly boys (--) Attends New Hampton Institute , New Hampshire (--) Secures a position as a waitress at the Crawford House hotel in the summer of 1873-74 * - Attends Andover Theological Seminary in Massachusetts to become a priest. [13] 1874* - Leaves his studies for the ministry, on the conviction that he was better suited for something
else. 1877* - Graduates Bachelor of Arts (B.A.), Boston University 1877 - Becomes the second assistant secretary at the Ocean View Hotel, Block Island, Rhode Island during the summer season after graduating. 1877 - Promoted to hotel manager at ocean view hotel by the end of the summer season. (--) Graduates Bachelor of Science (B.S.), Boston University 1879 - Graduate
Bachelor of Oratory (possible degree for B.O., se footnote) with awards, Boston University[14] 1879 - Graduates Master of Arts (A.M.), Boston University 1881 - Graduates Doctor of Medicine (M.D.), Harvard Medical School 1882 - Graduates Bachelor of Laws (LL.B.), Boston University Law School 1882 - Sails for Europe (number of months not given) and visiting France ,
Germany, Italy, Austria, Hungary, United Kingdom and Ireland. (--) Becomes owner of Hotel Manisses, Block Island (--) Becomes owner of Palmer House, Grand Island Nebraska (--) Becomes owner of midway hotel, Kearney Nebraska (--) Elected as president of the Board of Trade in Kearney, Nebraska (--) Becomes Treasurer of the Fort George Island Company in Florida 1892 -
Helps open a new hotel in South Dakota; manages the hotel, fits it up and buys furniture for it. 1893* - Marden's hotel in Kearney, Nebraska burns down along with its original manuscript for Pushing to the Front. 1893 - After business Marden worked again as a hotel manager in Chicago during the time the world's Columbian exhibition attracts visitors to that city from all over the
world. 1894* - Resolves to dedicte his efforts to professional authorship 1894 * - Takes a train for Boston and boards a cheap room where he writes Pushing to the Front and Architects of Fate 1894 - Publishes Pushing to the Front 1897 - Success magazine launched in Boston (--) Success Publishing House being established in New York 1905 - At the age of 55 MarClair Clair Of
Evans They have three children - Orison Jr., Mary Newell and Laura Fletcher. 1905* - Buys a farm in Glen Cove, Long Island shortly after their marriage, which serves as the home of Dr. Marden and his family. 1912* - Success publishing house suffers from financial loss and collapses 1917 (or 1918) - Frederick C. Lowrey, a prominent Chicago businessman, Marden helps revive
the success of 1918 (January) - The first edition of the new success magazine appears 1924 (January 26) - Honored by his staff at the success firm in New York that sees him for the last time 1924 (March 10) - Dr. Marden dies at the age of seventy-five.15. , Marden cited as influences on his thinking the works of Oliver Wendell Holmes Sr. and Ralph Waldo Emerson, both of
whom were influential precursors of what, in the 1890s, were called the New Thought Movement. Like many supporters of the New Thought philosophy, Marden believed that our thoughts affect our lives and our life situations. He said: We make the world we live in and shape our own environment. [16] However, although he is best known for his books on financial success, he
always emphasized that this would come as a result of cultivating one's personal development: The golden opportunity you seek is in yourself. It is not in your environment; it is not luck or coincidence, or help from others; it is in yourself alone. [17] Literary style, Marden wrote in an energetic and readable style that used simple yet clear vocabulary. He favored the bold headline
approach and presented his ideas with brevity, directness and clarity. It was perhaps because of his business background that he could pack so much punch in just a few words. He also bore a distinctive American tone and syntax that modern readers can easily relate to. Among the many subjects found in his writings, perhaps his strongest were in business, sales and the art of
balanced life. Other interests include literature, history, philosophy, biography, art, education, psychology and physical health. Like Samuel Smiles, he explained many of the virtues that make up success, such as self-reliance, perseverance and hard work. His writings breathe a spirit of high austerity and focus on topics such as adversity and triumph, defeat and victory, failure and
success. [18] Marden often kept his writings simple, concrete and in reality. In fact, he advises young writers to Live, then write and to Stay Close to Life. [19] However, along with this simplicity, his writings also showed a remarkable talent for rhetorical flight. Marden often used metaphors and smiles to convey ethical principles and moral lessons. Objects or scenes that can be
observed in nature such as rocks, marbles, streams, trees, snow and unscruly conveyed a sublime, poetic depth to his writing: The frost, the snow, the storms, the lightning, are the rough teachers who bring the little oak to the solid oak... Obstacles, difficulties are chisel and malle that shape the strong life of beauty. Lincoln's decree Some of Marden's most popular books are
accused of the adrenaline rush of excitement in the opening chapters. In these passages, the reader could feel the author's intensity of inspiration, if only vicariously. Marden's book He Can Who Thinks He Can, for example, opens with a simple quote from Abraham Lincoln's diary. The quote gives us some insight into the mind of a great man and the invisible power that sustained
him in a time of great crisis. One could not read Marden's deep analysis and remain unimpressed with Lincoln's faith and resolution: I promised my God I would do it. In September 1862, when Lincoln issued his tentative declaration of liberation, the exalted point of the nineteenth century, he made this post in his diary: I promised my God I would do it. Does anyone doubt that such
a mighty dissolution added power to this wonderful man; or that it nerved him to achieve what he had accomplished? Neither ridicule nor caricature, neither fear of enemies nor desertion of friends, could shake his indomitable faith in his ability to lead the nation through the greatest struggle in its history. Bibliography Inspiring Books Pushing to the Front (1894, 1911) Architects of
Fate (or, Rising in the World; or, Steps to Success and Power) (1895) How to Succeed (or Stepping-Stones to Fame and Fortune) (1896) Success (Ideas, Helpers and Examples for Anyone Who Wants to Make the Most Of Life) (1897) The Secret of Achievement (1898) Stepping Stones (Essays for Everyday Living) (1902) The Making of a Man (1905) Every Man a King (or ,
Might over Mind) (1906) The Optimistic Life (or, in The Cheering Up Business) (1907) He Can Who Thinks He Can (1909) Peace, Power, and Plenty (1909) Be Good to Yourself (1910) Getting On (1910) The Miracle of Right Thought (1910) Self-Investment (1911) Everybody Ahead (or, Getting the Most Out of Life) (1916)[22] The Victorious Attitude (1916) How to Get What You
Want (1917) Joys of Living (or , Living Today in the Here and Now) (1917) Making Life a Masterpiece (1917) Love's Way (1918) You Can, But Will You? (1920) Prosperity - How to Attract It (1922) Making Yourself (1923) Masterful Personality (1921) Books on Health Keeping Fit (1914) Conquest of Concern (1924) Befriending Our Nerves (1925) anecdotes for Winning Out (A Book
for Young People on Character Building by Habit Forming) (1900) Eclectic School Readings (Stories from Life, a Book for Young People) (1909) Interviews of Successful Men and Women How They Succeeded (Life Stories of Successful Men and Women Told by Themselves) (1901) Talking to great workers (Interviews with men and women who changed America) (1901) Small
visits with great Americans (or , Success, Ideals, and How to Achieve Them) (1905) Business and Efficiency-Type Books Choosing a Career (1905) &lt; The Young Man Entering Business (1907) The Progressive Business Man (1913) Training for Efficiency (1913) The Exceptional Employees (1913) Selling Things (1916) Success Fundamentals (1920) How to Choose Your Career
(or Round Pegs in Square Holes) (1922) Books about Love, Family and Home Life Uplifting Book of Children's Culture (1913). Only the first three chapters were written by Marden. The Crime of Silence (1915) Woman and the Home (1915) Books on General Education The Consolidated Encyclopedic Library. [23] In nineteen volumes. (1903, 1906, 1907) Booklets Friendship
(1897)[24] Character: The Grandest Thing in the World (1899) Cheerfulness as life power (1899) tact, or Common Sense (1899)[25] Good Manners - A Passport to Success. With Abner Bayley. (1900) The Hour of Opportunity (1900) Economy (The Self-Denying Depositor and Prudent Paymaster at the Bank of Thrift) (1901) An Iron Will (1901) Regulations on Economics (1902)
[26] The cigarette (1906)[27] The power of personality. Written with the help of Margaret Connolly. (1906) Success Nuggets (1906) Make it a finish (1909)[28] Not pay, but the opportunity (1909)[29] Why get old? (1909) Thoughts of character (1910)[30] Thoughts of good cheer (or thoughts of cheerfulness) (1910) Hints for Young Writers (1914) I had a friend (1914)[31] How to
ensure health, wealth and happiness (1916)[32] The man you long to be. An article printed in Nautilus. In 1918 he was discharged by the International [33] Thrift [1918)[34] Ambition and Success (1919) The Law of Economic Independence (1919)[35] Self-discovery (or, Why remain a dwarf?) (1922) Articles All 11 articles listed are grouped into a Kindle eBook file from
Amazon.com under the heading After errors, huh? Many of these articles were probably taken from or printed as separate chapters in Marden's books by the success of the publishing house. After failure - what? Success magazine Volume 8 (1905) The excuse for no chance. The success magazine Volume 9 (1905) Getting Away From Poverty. Success magazine Volume 9
(1906) Freedom at all costs. Success magazine Volume 10 (1907) Don't Live This Year as if it Is Last Year. Success magazine Volume 11 (1908) Self-improvement through public speeches. Success magazine Volume 14 (1911) The power of the flesh behind it. Nautilus magazine, Volume 17.12 (1914–15) A New Year, a New Day, a Second Chance. The new success magazine
Volume 5.1 (1921) The Hundred Percent Home. The new success Volume 5.1 (1921) Which way do you face? The new success magazine Volume 5.1 (1921) If I were president! New Success magazine, Volume 5.2 (1921) References ^ Margaret Connolly, Marden's biographer, mentions fifty or more books and booklets. Where possible, duplicate or revised works, re-published
bookies or printed book chapters are foot-listed in the bibliography section of this Wiki article. ^ Connolly, Margaret. The Life Story of Orison Swett Marden - A Man Who Gave Men (1925). See External links below for biography and rare photographs. Chapter one to twelve tells details of Marden's early youth. Connolly was a contemporary of Marden who served in his publishing
house in the early 20th century. Her biography provides a lot of valuable information about Marden's life and can be considered an important primary source on the subject. ^ Self-Help was originally published in 1859 ^ Connolly, The Life Story. A book that marked a turning point (chapter 9). ^ Connolly, Life Story. See Boston Days - Working through two universities (chapter 13)
and Lucky Marden (chapter 14) for dates and other details. ^ Connolly, Life Story. Making and Losing a Fortune (Chapter 15). ^ Most of the information in this passage is taken from The Life Story, by Margaret Connolly, Pushing to the Front (chapter 17). ^ Connolly, Life Story. Sliding to the front (chapter 17). ^ Connolly, Life Story. The growth and fall of success (chapter 19). ^
These were conducted by Marden, but at least one interview (that is, with Marshal Field) was probably conducted by a representative. See Marden's editorial pageote in Everybody Ahead (1916), Can you fund yourself? (Chapter 8). ^ SUCCESSMAGASINet About Us. SUCCESS.com. Retrieved 3 October 2010. ^ It is not entirely clear if this was Marden's fifth and final home in
which he was bound out. His stay with the farmer may have been a purely temporary arrangement arranged by Marden himself, without the involvement of his guardian Herold Fifield. It is also possible that his fifth home was with General Luther McCutchins, for whom Marden worked later. ^ Marden attended the junior class and studied at seminary for one year. He had initially
done so in encouragement from his grandmother and relatives who wanted him to become a priest. Marden later decided that this was the last thing he wanted to do. (See Marden's biographical side note from his book How to Choose Your Career (1922), Chapter 7, Following in Father's Footsteps.) ^ Graduated with honors from Boston University School of Oratory, Emerson
College. The abbreviation B.O., which may have stood for the Bachelor of Oratory, is probably now outdated when Connolly's book was published in 1925. ^ Connolly records the following about the memorial ceremony which took place on 13 May 1945. every part of the country, gathered to pay their last tribute to the man they had known and loved in life. See Connolly, the life
story. outwardly, (chapter 22). ^ We create the world we live in and shape our own environment. - Orison Swett Marden at BrainyQuote. In 1999 there were 100 000 Visited 27.09.2014. ^ The golden opportunity you seek is in yourself. It is not in your environment; It ... - Orison Swett Marden at BrainyQuote. In 1999 there were 100 000 Visited 27.09.2014. ^ Connolly, Life Story. A
son of Granite Hills (Chapter 1). Connolly uses the words high austerity to describe Marden's earliest ideals. ^ Marden, Orison. Hints to Young Writers, 1914. See Live, Then Write (Chapter 2) and Stay Close to Life (chapter 9). ^ Marden, Orison. Architects of Fate, 1896. Using obstacles (chapter 5). ^ Marden, Orison. He can who thinks he can, 1908. He knows who thinks he can
(chapter 1). ^ Reproduced and possibly revised in 1922 under the title Heading for Victory (or Getting the Most Out of Life) as the chapter titles between both books are identical. ^ A collaboration with nineteen volumes containing illustrations and lessons on a wide range of educational with Marden as editor-in-chief. Articles were written for the benefit of the general public and
young people in particular. The subjects include art, science, literature, history, biography, geography, trade, economics and statistics. A few volumes are available in Google Play eBook format. These books may also have been published as The Success Library (1901-1902) in ten volumes or the Home Lovers' Library (1906) in fifteen volumes. ^ Marden, Orison Swett (November
2005). Friendship. In 1996 he was also known for being booked in 1996. ^ Worldcat.org spells first words like Facts, which is possibly a typographical error. Material from the booklet probably included as a separate chapter in the 1911 edition of Pushing to the Front (Chapter 20, Tact or Common Sense). ^ Possibly a reprint of an earlier work or book chapter. This seventy-seven-
page booklet was published in Tokyo, Japan (see Worldcat.org). ^ Material from the booklet probably included as a separate chapter in the 1911 edition of Pushing to the Front (Chapter 48, The Cigarette). ^ Material from the booklet was included as a separate chapter in the 1911 edition of Pushing to the Front (chapter 22, Make It An End). ^ Material from this booklet was
included as a separate chapter in the 1911 edition of Pushing to the Front (chapter 42, The Salary you cannot find in the salary envelope). ^ Possibly an audit or unchanged re-edition of a previous booklet, Character: The Grandest Thing in the World (1899). ^ Possibly an audit or unchanged re-edition of a previous booklet, Friendship (1897). The material from this booklet was also
included in Marden's book Self-Investment (chapter 7, I had a friend). ^ How to Secure Health, Wealth, and Happiness was registered by the Library of Congress under the Catalog of Copyright Entries (Part 1. [A] 1. Books. New series). Available hardcopies of the booklet seem non-existent online at the time of this writing (January 2014). ^ Material from this article was probably
included as a separate chapter in Marden's success fundamentals (Part 3, chapter 5, The Man You Long to Be) or in Masterful Personality (chapter 3, The Man You May Be). ^ Possibly an revision or unchanged reprint of Thrift (chapter 61) from Pushing to the Front (1911 Edition). ^ The Law of Financial Independence was recorded by the Library of Congress under the Catalogue
of Copyright Entries (Part 1, Volume 16). Available hard copies of the booklet (thirty-two pages) seem non-existent online at the time of this writing (January 2014). Wikimedia Commons has media related to Orison Swett Marden. Wikimedia Commons wikiquote: Orison Swett Marden Vida – quotes Obra y Libros usados de Orison Swett Marden Books by Orison Swett Marden
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